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Figure 1 1. Calibration of crude prof¡lometer,

Figure 12. Noncontast¡ng prof¡lometer with quarteÌ-ca¡ simulation.
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sated by using a drum roll-er set-up or
pick-up ¡nethod.

Accelerometer and Noncontacting probe

The fínal l-evel of sophist.ication
achieved consists of an acceleroneter
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a noncontacting probe that operates as sholrn in
Figure 12. This system should be recognized as a
Gù4R-type profiloneter, although the actual instru-
mentation package would more resemble today's road
meters. Note that the trimnings available on most
profilometers are l-acking. The system simply mea-
sures the body-to-ground distance with the probe,
along with the body acceleration. After the accel-
eration is integrated twice, the two signals are
added, which yielcls the profile, which is then input
to a quarter-car simulation that provides the well-
defined reference roughness statistic. No computers
or tape recorders are needed. The cal-ibration task
is límited to the following:

l. Calibration of the probe¡
2. Calibration of the acceleroneter, and
3. Occasional checking of the el-ectronic proces-

sor .

As Table J. shows, all of the problens with existing
road meter systems are eliminated.

SIJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The 1ow cost and simplicity that nake road meter
systems so popular are offset by limited accuracy
and the need for a difficult calibration, as demon-
strated in the NCHRP l--I8 project (I). !{eans for
overcoming these linitations by the addition of more
cornplex and sophisticated instrumentation have been
explored in this paper. At the level- of instrumen-
tation needed to aIlow calibration on something
other than a known, random road surface, the systen
has actualJ-y beco¡ne a simple profiloneter. Thus,
the developrnent of improved road meter systens wiII
lead to the development of sitnplified, low-cost road
prof ilometer systerns.
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the inches per m¡le statist¡c that is commonly calculated, the ARV is shown to
be valid for comparing pavements that are measured (and usedl at d¡fferent
speeds. At the same t¡me, the ARV concept provides a logical basis on which
to establish calibration for roadmeter systems, ln the absence of a universal
calibration, the measuÌements obtained from different systems cannot be com-
pared except in the special case where empir¡cal correlat¡ons have been estab-
lished. Accordingly, an absolute roughness scale is specified based on a refer-
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Better Method for Measuring Pavement

Roughness with Road Meters
M. SAYERS AND T,D. GILLESPIE

Recent research on methods for calibrating road roughness measur¡ng sys.
tems has shed new light on improving the use of tñe currently popular Mays
ând Portland Cement Associat¡on (PCA) roadmeters. The measurement pro.
vided by these meters (accrued displacement between the rear axle and vehicle
body) is discussed and shown to relate best to pavement serviceability when
normal¡zed by the t¡me durat¡on of the test, lhus yielding a simple statistic
called the average rectified velocity (ARV) of the axle-body morion, Unl¡ke
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ence ARV (RARV) statistic determined from a quarter-car s¡mulat¡on. RARV
constitutes an ab6olute roughness stat¡stic, rigorously def¡ned at a given test
speed, whose val¡d¡ty as a calibration reference has been established from field.
test exper¡ence with in-use roadmeter systems. An apprec¡at¡on for the ARV
¡s important to h¡ghway engineers because the concept provides the link in un.
derstanding between current roughness measurement practice and service-
abil¡ty of roads as seen by the public at normal traff¡c speeds.

National Cooperative Highway Research program
(NCHRP) Report 228 (I) has provided an opportunity
to take an objective look at the road roughness mea-
surenent process with roadmeter systems. In so
doing, it has become evident that their ultimate
purpose--to assess pavement serviceability--is ham_
pered by the choice of the measured statistic in
conmon use. Specifically, the practice of normaliz_
ing inches of roadmeter roughness by the distance
traveled (inches per nite statistic) is not appro-
priate to such systens because it inplies that the
statistic is a measure of the actual pavement prop-
erties, rather than the measure of vehicle response
that it is. Further, the inches per nile statistic
íncorporates a speed dependence that confounds its
relation to serviceabiJ-ity on roads that have dif-
ferent prevailing traffic speeds and conplicates the
calibration of these systems.

Roadmeter systems are subject to many other prob-
Iens related to day-to-day reJ-iability and calibra-
tion procedures, which are nore visible to the user
than the aforesaid lirnitations. Thus, it is no
surprise that they woul_d remain mostly unknown prior
to a research effort that has the scope of the NCHRP
project. But, once the performance and operation of
roadmeter systems are well understood, we see that
these systems are best used to ¡neasure the average
rectified velocity (ARV) of the axle motion relative
to the body.

ARV is obtained sinpty by nornalizing the road-
meter roughness count by the time duration of thê
test. This statistic, which hãs units of length per
time (e.9., inches per second), has a more direct
relation to the dynamic response of vehicles to road
roughness. Hence, it has more utility as a rough-
ness neasure related to serviceability. SimilarIy,
it provides a more direct basis for calibrating
roadmeter systems Èo a comparable roughness scale.

This paper reviews the concept of pavement ser-
viceability and il-lustrates the differences between
ÀRV and the inches per mile statistic as a measure
of serviceability. A calibration reference for ARV
neasures is al-so presented.

PAVEMENT SERVICEABILITY

A prirnary result of the American Association of
Statê Highrray Officials (AASHO) road test h'as the
development of the serviceability concept for evalu-
ating the condiLion of the pavement surface 12,).
The proper measure of pavement serviceability, de-
fined by AASHO, is an average of subjective opinions
provided by a panel of judges by using a present
serviceability rating (pSR) scale of 0-5, hrith a 5.0
being perfectly smooth and 0 being impassable. The
PSR numbers were correlated with various objective
measurements of pavement features through regression
equations so that the objective ¡neasurèments could
be used later to estimate pSR. The estimate of pSR
based on a measured pavenent ståtistic ís called
present serviceability index (pSI). pSI values also
vary from 0 to 5 and have the same physical inter-
pretation.

At the time of the AASHO study (l_955), the slope
variance (SV) produced by the AÀSHO profilometer
Ithe predecessor to the Carey, Huckins, Leathers,
and other engineers (CHLOE) profilometerl vrãs the
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objective measurement of roughness obtained on the
pavement test sections, although some sections were
also run r{rith a Bureau of public Roads (BpR) rough_
oneter. Each of these devices produces only a
single statistic, and thus the AASHO data cannot be
used to provide a detailed understanding of exactly
which road features influence pSR the nost, other
than the general concl_usion that pavement roughness
alnost completel-y determined the pSI (2,3). Another
finding from the AAsHo study was tÏat different
regression equations were needed to relate the ob-jective measures to pSR for different pavement
types. This Índicates that neither meãsure is truty
related to serviceability; for if this were the
case, a single regression equation would be valid
for al-I pavement types. Analyses of the CHLOE and
BPR roughometers have shown that they are sensitive
to roughness features that are absorbed by the tires
on a vehicle and have littl-e effect on ride. At the
same time, rigid pavements vrere found to have more
of this type of roughness, and hence the measures
are biased against rigid pavements (1).

The exacÈ relation between pave¡nent features and
PSR has never been established, but by just con-
sidering the interaction among pavement, vehicle,
and passenger we can be fairly certain that service-
ability is a measure of the ride experienced by the
users, as well as perceived wear and tear on the
vehicles. A pSR of 5.0 would mean that no vibra-
tions attributable to the road are detected by the
panel nenber, and a pSR of 0.0 would nean damage to
the vehicle. In this paper, we wiII proceed wj.th
the understanding that the exact nature of the pSR
scale is unknown, but that equal pSR ratings are
obtained for different pavements if both excite
equivålent vehicLe motions, in terms of both pas-
senger víbrations (ride) and suspension and wheel
notions (wear and tear). Thus, at a minimum, a
single serviceabitity ratíng is a function of (a)
pavement roughness features, (b) vehicle properties,
(c) the Índividuality of the person making the rat_
ing judgment, and (d) speed.

Although hhe first three points were wideJ.y ac_
cepted, the speed factor is sometimes ignored, al_
though virtually any section of pavernent has a rea_
sonable serviceabiì.ity if very low speeds are
rnaintained for reasons other than its roughness.
For example, a section of pavement in a congested
cíty area could have potholes, cracks, irregular
settlement, and still be fair (pSR = 2.5) for thepeople it services if other conditions (e.g.,
children, intersections, ând many driveways) re_
strict the speeds to less than 20 nph. yet, if
these other restricÈions were removed, the same
pavement night be inpassable (pSR = 0) for most
users at 45 mph, becäuse the vehicle would be
damaged by the roughness. Clearly, the serviceabil-
ity cannot be defined by a physical ¡neasure of the
pavement roughness alone, but also must take into
account the average speed of the traveling public.
This fact is not acknowJ-edged in the original AASHO
study, no doubt becausè the concern was in rating
highways at high speed. Therefore, the equations
provÍded for pSI do not include speed, and as a re_
sult, the validity of comparing pSI values for pave_
ments that are travel-ed at different speeds is un_
certain.

Although the above example might seem extreme,
the same argument applies for highways that have
close, but dissimil-ar, speed limits. A section of
highway used at 45 mph can be a little rougher (and
thus have a lower pSI as deter¡nined by the AASHO
equations) than a section used at 55 mph, even
though they both offer equival_ent ride quality and
thus equal serviceability.
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Figure 1. lllustrat¡on of ABD and accumulated ABD on road 1 at 50 mph.

Distance Traveled at 50 mph (l4i, )
0 .0ì .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 -07 .08

3

Time (Secs. )
(b)

RATING PAVEMENTS IN INCHES PER I\4ILE

The CHLOE profilometer and the BPR roughorneter are
seldom used routinely for ¡neasuring pavenent rough-
ness ânymore, nainly because they require 1ow
operating speeds that obstruct traffic and slow down
the ¡neasure¡nent process. Instead, the nost popular
type of system is that of a conventional passenger
car instrumented vrith a roadmeter. Most roadneters
in use are either Mays neters manufactured by Rain-
hart corporation (4) or Portland Cement Associatíon
(PCA) -Wisconsin meters (:) , also availabLe com¡ner-
cially from several ¡nanufacturers but sometimes
fabricated by their users. Both types of meters
transduce the rear-axle motion relãtive to the car
body. Consider first the measurement process' which
assumes that they transduce the motion perfectLy and
are perfect meters. In fact, they are not, and the
resulting effects on the measurement are atldressed
later.

The axle-body ¡notion is random, as illustrated in
Figure la for a typical record of axle-body distance
(ABD) versus time. Roadmeters are intended to ac-
cumulate this motion, as shown in Figure lb for the
sa¡ne record. When ABD is increasing, which is to
say it has a positive veJ-ocity, the two plots have
identícaI shapes. But when the ABD is decreasing
and has negâtive velocity, the accunulation on the
meter is an inverted duplicate of the ABD plot that
has a positivê velocity. Therefore, thê accumula-
tion on Èhê meter is a version of the ABD record
that has the velocity rectified (i.e., unchanged
when positive and inverted v¡hen negative).

[This figure and the fol]-owing figures v¡ere
generated on the computer for the convenience of
illustrating certain effects of using a quarter-car
simulation together with measured road profil-es and
a mathematical model of a ridemeter. The rnodels
were thoroughly vaLidated with field tests in the

Figure 2. lllustration of ABD and accumulated ABD on road 2 at 35 mph.

Distanc€ Traveled at 35 mph (¡fi.)
0 .01 .02 .03 .04 .0s

234
Time (Secs)

(a)
Distance 'Irðveled at 35 mph (ili. )

.02 .03 .04

'tine (Secs)
(b)

NCHRP project (I) such that the resul,ts shoe/n are
indeed representative. l

Common practice in the past has bêen to normalize
the total accu¡nulated motion obtained by dividing it
by the length of road section under test to obtain
an inches per mile statistic. The measure obtaíned
is supposedly an indication of verticaL deviation
per ¡nile of Length--a type of measurement that
closely identifies with the engineerrs notion of
roughness ín the roadway as seen by a vehicle. In
fact, the value accumulated on the meter at any time
is the product of the_ average rate of vehicle motion
and the length of time the meter has been running.
The rate of accurnulation ís directl-y related to the
ride vibration amplitude at any speed. The rate
normally increases wiÈh the speed, as does the level
of ride vibration. However, the travel time over a
given J.ength of pavement dirninishes with speed, so
that the ratio (as reflected Ín the inches per mile
statistic) varíes with speed both according to the
different level of ride vibration and t.o the dif-
ferent travel time. this behavior is illustrated
here by some exa¡nplesi a more rigorous treatnent is
presented elsêwhere (1).

In the first example, the vehicle speed is 50 mph
during the test illustrated in Figure I and thus, in
the 6 s shown, 0.083 mile was traveled. The accumu-
lated ABD is 4.5 Ín, which gives a roughness mea-
surement of 54 in/mile. Figure 2 shows similar tine
histories, for a different pavement section, with a
measurement speed of 35 mph. A comparison of Fig-
ures I and 2 reveals that both ABD plots are quali-
tatively similar and that the accumulated ABD in
Figure 2b is also 4.5 in after 6 s. From the user's
viewpoint, both pave¡nents wil-l cause the same wear
and tear to the vehicle and produce the same inten-
sity of vêhic1e vibration (ride), hence the service-
abílity of the pavements should be equivalent. But
at 35 mph,6 s is only 0.058 mile, and thus the 4.5
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Figure 3. lllustration of ABDandaccumulated ABDon road 2 at S0 mph.

Distance-lraveled at 50 mph {Mi.)
0 .0t .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08

(a)
Distance Traveìed at 50 moh (Mi.)
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these inch per second statístics that road 1, at 50mph, provides the same service to its users as road2 at 35 nph. The change in serviceability rdhen thespeed for road 2 is increased from 35 to 50 mph isequally clear from these numbers.
Division of the accumulated axle_body distance bya time interval results in an .r"aug. veLocity.

Since the roadmeter rectifies the axle_body motion,the statistic being caLculaÈed is the averâge recti_fied velocity (ARV) of the axle-body motion. Theconversion factor between ARV and inches per rnile isthe time needed to travel one mile ât Lhe testspeed. For 50 mph, this factor is 72 s/níIe when
ARV is given the units inches per second. Thus,data recorded in inches per mile can be easily con_verted to ARV, after which ,neasurements taken atdifferent speeds can be compared directly. Nocethat Èhe practice of converting the roughness mea_
surements to an equival-ent 50 mph test speed by mul_tiplying the inches per mile figure by- the ratioactual speed/S0 results in the ARV, which has theunits inches per 72 s. This measure is equallyvalid, but should be recognized for what it is__ÀRv
represented with unconventional units.

Because the basic rneasure produced by a roadmeter
depends on vehicle response, and is therefore speed
dependent, measuremênts must be taken at speeds typ_ical of the users of the pavement. Open highways
should be run at 50 mph (or even 55 mph), but otherroads should be run at nornal prevailing speeds.
Measurements made at other speeds (for exampl-e, 35
mph on an Interstate highvray) are not valid and can_not be converted to an equivalent measure at thecorrect speed without a tedious correlation exer_cise. Although all roads have qualitatively similar
roughness characteristics, any one section is unique
and no universal relation between roughness at dif_ferent speeds will accurately correct for speed onevery road (L).

EFFECTS OF ROADMETER TRANSDUCER FEÀTURES ON
MEASURED ROUGHNESS STATISTICS

Up until this point in the discussion, we have as_
sumed that the roadmeters arê capable of measuring
ABD perfectly and continuously. In fact, current
Mays and pCA neters employ transducers that havediscrete steps that can only identify thè ABD asbeing within a certain intervaf. the original eCA¡neter used switches l/g-in on_center, and the Maysmeter uses an optical pick-up that had l,/10_insteps. Al-though different versions of the road_
meters dêtect notion with different hardware setups,they all äct to quantize the ABÐ, as ill-ustrated in
Figure 4. For the Mays meter, each step (as in thefigure) corresponds to one incremental step in Èhe
advance of the serip chart; for the pCA meter, eachstep corresponds to a count in one of the reg_isters. lNote that the paper length produced by the
Mays meter must be rnultiptied by a scale factor of6.4 in/ln to relate paper dispJ-acement to ABD.SiniIarIy, the unweighted sum of pCA meter countsmust be nultiplied by the quantization interval(typically 1/8 inlcount). The practice of weightingthe PCA meter counts before summing them is not con_sidered in this paper. Although pCA meters can pro_
duce the same measurements as a Mays meter, and thus
ARV, the converse is not true and therefore the
simple accumulated ABD measure is seen to be of moreuniversal interest.l Note that although the quan_
tized version of the accunulated ABo piot is not atrue representation (see Figure Ib), the fractional
error in the resulting accumulated ABD is small ifthe measurenent time is long enough. A statistical
araJ-ysis, which êmployed random process theory,
showed quantization effects to be negligible fõr

.F3
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in of accunulated ABD result is 77 ín/mile. There_fore, judgment of roughness on the basis of theinches pêr mile statistic leads to the erroneous
conclusion that road 2, used at 35 mph, is worsethan road 1, used at 50 mph when, in fact, both
roads appear equivalent to the user public.

Not only do the inches per mile numerics distortthe underlying pavement serviceability, they do notrel-ate to fíxed physical features of [ne road as onemight suppose fror¡ the implied meaning of the sta_tistic. RegardLess of the final unit", the sta_tistic is still based on the response of the vehicleto the road at the measurement speed. ff the mea_suring speed on the second road (Figure 2) is in_creased to 50 mph, the ride is rougher, with ¡nore
ABD motíon, as shown in Figure 3. If the speedlimit is raised for this road section, so that 50mph would be representative of the typical userspeed, the road would provide less service becausethere nould be more wear and tear on the vehicle,along with a poorer ride. Ho!¿ever, because of thedecreased transit time, the accunulated ABD willdecrease to 3.? in, which results in a roughness of65 in/mile. Thus, this measure would ¡níslead thecasual observer into thinking that the road offersbetter service at 50 mph than at 35 mph.

BETTER STATISTIC FOR RATING PAVEMENTS

Clearly, the problem in conparing roadmeter accumu_lated ABD measurements taken at different speedsresults from the conversion of the measurement tothe inches per rnile statistic. A more useful sta_tistii is obtained by dividing each accumulated ABD
measurement by the time duration of the test. Byusing the same Èhree examples, the data from Figurã1 would yield a measurement of 0.75 in/s. The datain Figure 2 wouLd al.so give 0.75 !n/s, ând the datain Figure 3 woutd give 0.88 inls. It is clear frorn

I

T'ine (Secs)
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Figure 4. lllustrat¡on of accumulated ABD obtained by a meter w¡th
quant¡zat¡on.

3

Time (secs)

(a)

Time (Secs )

(b)

reasonably long measurement times when the axle_body
motion is fairly large compared with the quantiza_
tion level (I). (The 6-s record length in the fig-
ures was sel_ected to clearly illustrate roadmeter
operation but is real]-y too short for accurate mea_
sures with commercial meters.) In general, if four
or more quantization intervals on a l{ays or pCA
meter are frequêntly activated in measurement, thequantization should not be a problem. But íf the
road is so smooth that onty a few intervals are
activated, a randon error witl be included in the
measure¡nent, depending on the equilibrium position
of the axle relatíve to the switching interval_s.

Commercial Mays and pCA meters also have hystere_
sis in the transducers. this is usually a result of
spaces bêtween the switches, as illustrated on the
side of Figure 5a. But hysteresis can also be
caused by free-play somewhere between the axle at_
tachment and the position sensor, as, for example,
with loose mountÍngs or worn bearings. Figure 5b
shows the accumulated ABD for tvro hysteresis levels
and also for a second axle-body equilibriurn position
for one of the levels. The figure ÍIlustrates that
(a) hysteresis acts to reduce the accurnulated ABDfrom its true value (shown in Figure la) and (b)
hysteresis, together with the guantization, intro_
duces a random error that depends on the equilibrium
ABD within the center switch interval. The prac_
tical importance of these two effects is apparent
from Figure 6, which compares ARV measurenents takên
sirnultaneously fron two commercial roadmeters that
were instålIed Ín the same vehicle. The figure
shows that the loss in measured ARV is more or less
constant and not proportional to the true ARV. Inaddítion, ¡nore scatter occurs wÍth the high_
hysteresis meter, which has a standard residual
error of 0.140, than for the lower-hysteresís rnetêr,
which has a standard residual error of 0.097. The
standard residual error used to compare these two
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Figure 5. lllustration of accumulated ABD obtained from mete6 w¡th d¡fferent
hysteresis levels and static posit¡ons.

=2Ê

É

lime (Secs )
(b)

measuring systems is the ratio of the range ofscatter to the range of measured values and definesthat portion of the standard deviation of one mea_
suremenf not accounted for in the correlation withthe second neasuremênt.

In practice, hysteretic 1osses cãn be compen_
sated, on the average, by calibraÈion by using re_gression equations. However, the increased scatter
cannot be reduced by any practice other than by re_
ducing the hysteresis. The calibration, though
imprecise, eliminates trends correctly if a 1arge
number of roads are incl-uded and a1l neasuremenÈs
are converte¿l to ARV. If the calibration is to be
used to relate measurements taken at different
spêeds, it is vital that al_I inches per nile mea-
surenents be converted Èo ARV. This is obvious fro¡nthe figure and preceding discussions because the
hysteretic effect is a constant loss of ARV and,therefore, corresponds to a different inches per
nile vaLue at each speed. Thus, a calibration ob_tained from inches per mile statistics measured ãtdifferent speeds wilI have even greãter scatter.
Figure 7 illustrates the scatter effect by showing
the same data used in Figure 6 plotted in inches per
mile units. The need for presenting calibration
curves in terms of ARV instead of the inches per
mil-e statistic is, of course, another argument forits use.

REFERENCE ARV MEASUREMENT

The most fundamental problem ín catibrating road_
neter systems has been the lack of a well-defined
absolute reference measure against which to cali_
brate. ARV (as well as inches per mile) is a mea_
sure of vehicle response at the selecÈed test speed,
so no singì.e objective measurenent of pavement
roughness can be expected to relate to roadmeter
statistics at arbitrary test speeds. Further, since

Quantization and Hysteresi

Hysteresis =.03"
(Different Static ¡leten

Hysteresjs = 0.10"
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Figure 6. Linear regressions of Mays and PCA meter measurements of ARV
aga¡nst true ARV when mounted in one vehicle,
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Figure 7. Linear regressions for Mays and PCA meter measurements of inches
per m¡le aga¡nst true inches per mile.
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individual vehicÌes and roads have unique proper-
ties, perfect agreement between any two systems,
even after calibration, is impossible. But clearly,
the reference measure should agree closely wíth the
neasures made with roadmeter systems. In essence, a
reference pavement roughness measure should:

1. Provide ã neasure that correl-ates highly with
PSR for al.l speed and pavenent conditions,

2. Provide a measure that correlates well with
existing roadmeter systems for all conditions, and

3. Be clearly defined to the extent that mèa-
surements taken anywhere, at any t.irne, have the sa¡ne
scale.

By and large, these objectives are rnet by use of
the ARV concept to describe pavement roughness as
measured by roadmeters and by defining a reference
against which to calibrate. A reference system is
presented in FÍgure I that is defíned by the dif-
ferential eguations and parameter values shown in
the figure. These equations can be nanipulated
analytically to provide a linear response function
or copied into a ¿ligital conputer simulation.
Alternatively, a physical system can be built that
treats the equations as the performance objectives.
The most practical physical system is an electronic
circuit that, when given a voltage proportional- to
pavenênt profile at the correct speed, provides an
output voltage proportional to the axle-body rno-
tion. Of course, the consequence is the need for an
instrument for profiling actual road sections, a
natural resul-t of defining a roughness rneasure so
precisely. In fact, the precision of a reference
ARV (RARV) neasurement is limited only by the pre-
cision of the profiJ,ometer. With existing General
Motors Research Laboratory (GMR)-type profilometers,
t.his results in errors of less than one pêrcent.

The adequacy of the RARV statistic defined in
Figure I has been established by experimental cor-
rel-ation with a number of roadmeter measurenent sys-

Figure 8. Reference pavement roughness measur¡ng system.
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tems (I). A roadmeter measuring system can be cali-
brated to the RARV roughness scalè by using regres-
sion equations to relate the true RARV value to the
ARV measurement over a selection of roads. The
resuJ-ting numeric is then designated the calibrated
ÀRV (CARV), which ideal-ty agrees closely with the
RARV value. However, a randon error Ís stilt
present, which reflects the uniqueness of each road-
meter system. Although temptation ís to report re-
sults in the fornat familiar to nost roadmeter users
(such as ín/72 s = inch,/mile at 50 mph), in fact
there is no universal inch per nile standard that
will yield the same meaning to all users. But on
the reference scale, the existing data show that, on
a fair road (RÀRV = 1.0 in,/s), the roadrneter systems
have a precision of about 10 percent, but on
smoother pavements, the relative error is ¡nuch
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greater and can be on the order of 50_100 percent.
On the other hand, roa¿l¡neter systems denonstrate
better accurâcy on rougher roads (5 percent andbetter) (1).

REPORTING ARV MEASUREMENTS

fn a11, three classes of ÀRV statistics have beenpresented. The first, ARV as obtained with a road-
meter, wiII include effects of meter hysteresis andindividual- vehicl-e response properties as \delI asthe pavement properties and measurernent speeds. Raw
ARV measurements from different systems do notquantify roughness on a connon scale, and any com_parisons betr.reen ARV measures from different systems
are not va1id. The second class is RARV, a wel_I_defined property of pavenent profiJ.e at a given
(simulated) neasuring speed. It requires a pro_
filometer, together with the vehicle simul-ation
shown in Figure B. fts precisíon is límited only bythe precision of the profilometeri errors less than
one percent (0.01 in/s) are easy to naintain r.¡ithcurrent profilorneters (l). The third class is the
CARV measurement that is obtained by using the re_gression relation between raw ARV values from agiven roadmeter system and the true RARV values.
CARV is the best estinate of R.ARV that can be madewith a particular roadmeter system.

CARV measures taken by different systems can be
compared directly because they are based on the same
RARV scale. Measures taken at different speeds arealso conparabte if they are taken at typical traffÍc
speeds. Because the ARV measure is dependent onspeed, roughness measurenent practice with road_
meters will be improved by subscripting measurements
with the test speed (e.g., CARV35 = 1.6 in,/s).

The validity of the RARV statistic for aJ.I typesof pavement has not yet been cornpletely esÈabtished
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in the fie1d, although the limited data gathered
during a correlation program show no bias for dif_ferent pavement types (l). Because the RARV sta_tistic is influencea Uy ttre same roughness featuresthat cause typícal ride and suspension motions,unlike the CHLOE profilorneter and BpR roughometer,there is no obvious reason to suppose that the RARVis biased by pavement type. ttence, it is suggestedas a single objective ¡neasure of pavement service_ability for all conditions until ã better mêasurecan be developed through further research to re.Latesubjective ratings to specific road roughness gual_ities.
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Road Roughness: Its Evaluation and Effect on
Riding Comfort and Pavement Life
A"A.A. MOLENAAR AND G.T. SWEERE

This paper describes the evaluatíon of road roughness and its influence on driv_
ing comfort and pavement deterioration. Dist¡nction is made between an inven-
tory and a diagnostic survey. The equipment used for both surveys is described,
They are a r¡demeter for the ¡nventory survey and a high-speed profilometer
for the d¡agnost¡c survey. Since the ride index, which is given by the ridemeteÌ,
is dependent on the measuring vehicle, relations are establ¡shed between the
ride index and fundamental indicators of road roughness as determined with
the high-speed profilometer. Based on measurements with the high-speed
prof¡lometer, the impact of road roughness on the structural deterioration of
lhe pavement and on the riding comfort ¡s calculated. Also, the ¡mpact of road
roughness on the safety of the road user is described. By using the results of
tftese calculations and the relat¡on that exists between ride index and funda_
rEntal ind¡catorr of road roughness, acceptance levels for the ride index were
establ¡shed, These acceptance levels can be used as a guide in the evaluation of
lhe results of the ¡nventory suruey.

In order to know whether pavement is still in a good
condition, the highway engineer should frequently
perform condition surveys. Those condition surveys
should consist of monitoring thê strength char_

acteristics (e.g., dêfl-ection, cracking, and rut_
ting), skid resistance, and roughness of pavements
(l). Since road roughness affects, to a large ex_tent, the dynamic loading of the pavemenÈ caused bythe tire, iÈ also affects the devetopment of thestructural deterioration of the pavement and thesafety of the road user. So road roughness should
be taken into account in evaluating the strength ofthe pavenent and thê safety of the road user (Figure
I). Because evaluãtion of a whole road network willresult in a mass of data, the survey should be donein two phases:

1. An inventory survey and
2. A diagnostic survey.

The invêntory survey can be done.by means of mea_
surements that are easy and cheap to use and can be
executed at high speed. To this group of measure_
ments one can count the Mays neter, the portland


